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Abstract

This study focuses on the study of interstate, intrastate and interna-
tionalized conflict in a comparative context. Anticipated patterns from
the study of interstate and intrastate conflict are presented in the form of
a series of hypotheses that focus on methodology, ontology, epistemology,
the transition out of the Cold War and policy relevance. The set of propo-
sitions is united by an expectation that the association of interstate and
intrastate conflict with scholarship in International Relations (IR) and
Comparative Politics (CP), respectively, will shape the way research is
carried out. Teaching and Research in International Politics (TRIP) data
is used to assess the hypotheses about interstate versus intrastate con-
flict. Di↵erences between coverage of internationalized conflict articles
published in IR journals and those published in general PS journals also
are probed. Any number of di↵erences emerge in both stages of data anal-
ysis, with examples being that (a) articles focusing on intrastate rather
than interstate conflict are more likely to include policy recommendations
and (b) PS journals are relatively more quantitative than IR journals.
The study encourages further reflection on the path toward achievement
of a more unified approach toward the study of conflict processes.

For decades now, divisions in the discipline of political science between Compar-
ative Politics (CP) and International Relations (IR) have produced two distinct
subfields in the study of conflict processes. This separation is true in general
and specifically with reference to the study of conflict processes. One subfield
examines conflict and political violence in the context of domestic politics (i.e.,
CP) and the other looks at it within the sphere of foreign policies pursued by
sovereign states and input from transnational actors (i.e., IR). Prominent data
sets in the study of conflict processes in general and ethnopolitics in particular
reflect that di↵erence – consider on one hand Minorities at Risk (MAR) (Gurr
1993) and International Crisis Behavior (ICB) (Brecher and Wilkenfeld 1997,
2000) on the other. MAR compiles characteristics for ethnoreligious groups at
risk in respective host states, while ICB includes data on interstate events. In
sum, both theory and data embody this general separation of CP from IR.
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While analysis of institutions, regime structures, and other domestic-level
variables has occupied various roles in theory generation and testing of hypothe-
ses related to international conflict, these components typically are viewed only
in light of their explanatory power as independent or intervening variables (i.e.,
CP!IR). In the same way, the “second image reversed” – as Gourevitch (1978)
labeled international forces impacting upon events within a state (i.e., IR!CP)
– is relatively scarce within the study of conflict processes such as ethnic strife
and civil war. A recent study of how external intervention impacts upon ethnic
conflict within states points in the right direction, but the type of approach
pursued by Jenne (2007) is in need of more application.

Unidirectional frameworks of analysis, which emphasize transmission of ef-
fects from domestic to international, have left little room in IR for the possibility
of endogeneity between domestic and international conflict processes. Moreover,
while the study of domestic conflict draws on a number of insights from interna-
tional theory, such as Posen (1993) on the ethnic security dilemma, IR scholars
have much more to learn from the important theoretical contributions made by
their counterparts in CP.1 This is true particularly when CP works are published
in subdiscipline-specific journals such as Comparative Politics – as opposed to,
say, Journal of Conflict Resolution – and therefore less likely to be encountered
by IR specialists.

Recent empirical studies on political violence point toward an underlying
and undeniably significant relationship between the domestic and international
levels. Moreover, for some time now, data on conflict processes confirms more
lethal consequences from strife beginning within, as opposed to across, national
borders (Harbom and Wallensteen 2010). All of that suggests the traditional
distinction among political scientists involving CP versus IR may be in need of
reevaluation, especially to facilitate more e↵ective study of conflict processes.

The latest release of the Teaching, Research & International Policy (TRIP)
survey data includes a dataset composed of a random sample of articles pub-
lished in top journals from the subfields of IR and CP.2 We hypothesize that
these fields di↵er substantially in their ontological, epistemological, and method-
ological a�nities despite a growing trend towards synthesis across the two. We
also suspect a bifurcation in the field between the study of conflict in the con-
texts of domestic politics and international relations, respectively. We embrace
an agnostic view regarding the division between CP and IR in the study of con-
flict and hold a similar position regarding the analogous divisions between the
study of civil wars and international conflict. On the one hand, we recognize the
value of diversity and hope heterogeneous research traditions encourage fruitful
cross-pollination of ideas. On the other hand, we also are weary of the compart-
mentalized research agendas that come along with distinct research traditions
and therefore remain open to the notion of a field unified in the study of con-
flict processes at all levels of analysis and throughout a comprehensive range of
theoretical perspectives. In the minds of at least a few scholars the seeds of this
way of thinking already have been sown (Sil and Katzenstein 2010).

Anticipated patterns from the study of interstate and intrastate conflict are
presented in the form of a series of hypotheses in the second section. The TRIP

1Bueno de Mesquita (2002) makes a compelling case for greater collaboration, especially
regarding a more extensive theorizing role for domestic politics in IR.

2The Institute for the Theory and Practice of International Relations was kind enough to
provide us with an early release of their data set of journal articles.
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data and its distribution over time are presented in section three. Section four
conveys bivariate and multivariate testing of the hypotheses about interstate
versus intrastate conflict. Di↵erences between coverage of internationalized con-
flict articles3 published in IR journals and those published in general political
science (PS) journals are probed in section five. The sixth and final section in-
cludes a few remarks regarding implications of our results for the trajectory of
conflict processes as a field spanning levels of analysis and theoretical outlooks
and proposes potentially fruitful directions to steer research in the future.

1 Anticipated Patterns for the Study of Inter-
state and Intrastate Conflict

We are interested in comparing two pairs of distinct traditions in the field: Does
the study of conflict di↵er across di↵erent subfields, such as CP and IR? And
does the approach to conflict vary depending on whether it is studied in the
context of domestic politics or international relations? Our theorizing will cover
methodology, ontology, epistemology, time period (Cold War/post-Cold War)
and absence or presence of explicit policy prescriptions.

Methods are anticipated to vary with subject matter:

Methodology Hypothesis: Articles covering intrastate conflict are more likely
to adopt a mixed methods approach than articles covering interstate war.

Data-based study of conflict is much more longstanding in IR. Resources such as
the Correlates of War (COW) and ICB data sets have been around for more than
four decades. While interstate conflict might be studied in any number of ways,
the availability of ‘large N’ data is expected to impact upon choice of method
to some degree. By contrast, with its greater connection to CP, the study of
intrastate conflict is shaped by that subfield’s traditionally more qualitative
bent. Data sets such as those provided by the Peace Research of Oslo (PRIO)
only began to compile intrastate events in more recent years. This asymmetry
is expected to have produced a pattern of more quantitative methods in the
study of interstate conflict in comparison to the analysis of intrastate conflict,
which should feature greater diversity of methods.

Like choice of method, our priors inform us to expect a greater association
between intrastate conflict coverage and eclectic ontologies:

Ontology Hypothesis: Articles covering intrastate conflict are more likely
to embrace frames of analysis that incorporate both material and ideational
factors together than in separation from one another.

For IR, realism is the time-honored point of departure for theorizing about
conflict. Even alternative approaches are put forward in opposition to realism
as the default option. The result is a narrative that tends strongly toward
materialism. With its greater connection to CP, which for a very long time has
incorporated identity politics into its study of processes such as mobilization and
revolution, a somewhat greater role is reserved for ideational factors. While not
ignoring the rise of constructivism in IR and attendant e↵ects upon analysis of

3This refers to articles whose substantive focus is both interstate war and intrastate conflict.
This is discussed in further detail in our data and methods sections.
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interstate conflict, it is expected that a comparatively more ideational approach
will be seen within the study of intrastate conflict.

Di↵erences are expected with regard to epistemology as well:

Epistemology Hypothesis: Articles examining interstate war are more likely
to adopt a post-positivist epistemology.

Although critical theory and its analogous approaches (such as feminist IR)
are minority approaches in the field of IR, we suspect their influence amongst
published work is greater for articles dealing with long-established IR topics
such as interstate war. CP, by contrast, exhibits an overwhelming commitment
to positivism. Its major concepts and debates focus on empirical testing of
propositions. Prominent journals in CP that do not have the word ‘comparative’
in the title, such as Political Behavior or European Politics, tend to reveal a
positivist commitment through their labeling. The names of such journals either
convey an outlook on methods or geographic focus, in either instance manifesting
an empirical emphasis.

We expect to see a surge in the number of intrastate related articles published
since the end of the Cold War:

Cold War Transition Hypothesis:The proportion of the coverage of intrastate
conflict relative to interstate war is greater in the post-Cold War period.

Studies have shown a distinct rise in the number of domestic conflicts since the
end of the Cold War. We suspect that scholars were not only aware of this at
the time but likely anticipated the increase for theoretical reasons.

We also suspect that the surge in coverage of domestic conflict since the
Cold War is less pronounced among general PS and traditionally CP journals
than among IR journals because of the central role given to the reification
of states as single acting agents in IR theory. All three major IR paradigms
–realism, liberalism, and constructivism –are premised on a systemic analysis
that black-boxes features of the second image such as domestic conflict. Since
the late 1980s, however, the influence of these major paradigms has waned.
Therefore we view any rise in the coverage of intrastate articles in the 1990s
and thereafter as a product of two processes: 1) as mentioned earlier, the end of
the Cold War unleashed a torrent of domestic conflict and IR and CP scholars
responded and 2) paradigmatic a�nities in IR began to wane following the end
of the neo-neo debates of the 1980s giving rise to more mid-level theorizing and
hypothesis testing and resulting in attention to phenomena, such as domestic
conflict, that were previously overlooked. However, because the TRIP data set
does not include traditionally CP journals and its coding procedure for general
PS journals is non-random and di↵erent from that used for the IR sample, we
cannot test this presumption directly (but will return to this topic in the second
half of our empirical analysis).

It can be argued that any di↵erences that may arise from the comparison
of di↵erent subject matter (intrastate- vs interstate-based articles), along the
variables thus far discussed, is to be expected because of the di↵erent contexts in
which conflict is being examined. Policy prescriptions, however, seem orthogonal
to any criteria related to subject matter and therefore should not vary across
subject matter due to di↵erences inherent between intrastate and interstate
conflict.

Here we put forward the null hypothesis that we do not expect to find statis-
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tically significant variation across the two groups in regards to their likelihood
of making policy prescriptions:

Policy Hypothesis: Conflict type and policy prescriptions have a zero relationship.

If the di↵erences between the study of conflict in the domestic context and the
international context are simply due to the inherent di↵erences between civil war
and international conflict, then we should expect no correlation between subject
matter and policy recommendations and accept the null. If, however, we see
a statistically significant di↵erence between intrastate and interstate articles
along the dimension of policy prescriptions, then we would reject the null and
accept the alternative. The alternative hypothesis states that subject matter
and policy prescriptions are correlated. If variation between intrastate- and
interstate-based articles is identified even for a feature orthogonal to subject
matter, then perhaps the variation between intrastate and interstate articles
for those other variables is also the product of distinct traditions and not just
di↵erences between civil wars and international wars.

2 TRIP Data

The 2011 TRIP Journal Article data set includes a sample of articles pub-
lished in twelve leading journals between 1980 and 2011.4 The twelve journals
sampled include eight IR specific journals –European Journal of International
Relations (EJIR), International Studies Quarterly (ISQ), International Orga-
nization (IO), International Security (IS), Journal of Peace Research (JPR),
Journal of Conflict Resolution (JCR), Security Studies (SS), and World Poli-
tics (WP) –and four general PS journals – Journal of Politics (JOP), American
Political Science Review (APSR), American Journal of Political Science (AJPS)
and British Journal of Political Science (BJPS).Interesting work based on this
new TRIP data already is available for review. With a focus on how academe
matches up with the real world, Hundley, Kenzer and Peterson (2013) examine
the research program on East Asia. While a significant proportion of scholars
see East Asia as important, “much smaller percentages of academics study or
teach about the region than believe that it is strategically important” (Hundley
et al. 2013: 3). Moreover, Hundley et al. (2013: 9) point out that the rela-
tively modest percentage of empirical articles dedicated exclusively to East Asia
is quite low and stable – no more than 5%. The study also reveals that work
on East Asia exhibits certain traits, collectively speaking, which are somewhat
di↵erent from IR research in general: Research on East Asia “tends to be more
paradigmatic, qualitative, and oriented toward the study of international politi-
cal economy” (Hundley et al. 2013: 8). These patterns, gleaned from the TRIP
data rather than speculation, authoritatively draw attention to gaps in research
on East Asia that might encourage scholarship in neglected areas.

TRIP data also has been used to identify patterns in the sociology of knowl-
edge at the national level. Saideman (2015) uses TRIP data to compare schol-
arship in IR at Canadian universities, with an interest in assessing a division
– commonly assumed to exist – between three institutions and all others with
regard to degree of connection to the US. Saideman (2015) finds some truth in

4The current release includes all articles published in issues 1 and 3. This represents 3,391
out of a total of 7,262 articles – about 48 percent.
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the idea that McGill University, the University of Toronto and the University
of British Columbia show greater kinship with IR as it is practiced south of
the border. These schools, in comparison to others in Canada, feature more
faculty who can be described as (a) positivists; (b) rationalists; and (c) not
self-identified with a paradigm. In sum, di↵erences between the three Canadian
institutions noted above and others throughout the country vis-à-vis a connec-
tion with the US reflect epistemology more than other dimensions (Saideman
2015).

We have placed the data into subsets to suit our needs. In the first half of
our empirical analysis we are primarily interested in contrasting how conflict
is studied in the context of domestic politics from its study in the context of
interstate relations. So we begin by subsetting the sample to include only articles
substantively focused on ‘intrastate conflict’ or ‘interstate war’. In the second
half of the empirical analysis, we are interested in how the study of conflict varies
across subfield. For this sample we include only articles that TRIP identifies
as ‘intrastate conflict’ and ‘interstate war or interstate crisis’. We label this
subject matter as ‘internationalized conflict’.

In regards to methodology, the TRIP data set includes a set of binary
variables that represent eight non-mutually exclusive categories – quantitative
(statistics), formal modeling (game theory, calculus, and spatial modeling), ex-
perimental, qualitative (case studies), counterfactual, analytic/non-formal con-
ceptual, descriptive, and policy analysis.5 From these eight binary variables we
have constructed a single categorical variable with three values – quantitative,
qualitative, and mixed. ‘Quantitative’ includes all articles identified by TRIP
as either Quantitative, Formal modeling, Experimental, or some combination
of the three but coded as a ‘no’ in regards to any of the remaining methods.
‘Qualitative’ includes any remaining article that does not use quantitative anal-
ysis, experimental approaches, or formal modeling. Mixed-methods refers to
any article that uses a combination of the two aforementioned categories.

The TRIP data set includes two non-mutually exclusive binary variables
that capture whether the articles contain any 1) ideational explanatory factors
and 2) material explanatory factors. As with methodology, we have constructed
a categorical variable with three values from this – ‘material’, ‘ideational’ or
‘synthesis’. ‘Material’ refers to articles that are coded ‘yes’ for Material and
‘no’ for Ideational in the TRIP data set. ‘Ideational’ refers to articles coded
‘yes’ for Ideational and ‘no’ for Material. Any article that uses both methods is
assigned the value ‘synthesis/eclectic’. We call this variable Ontology.

We use the TRIP data set’s variable Epistemology, which is assigned a value
of ‘positivist’ if articles “implicitly or explicitly assume that theoretical or em-
pirical propositions are testable, make causal claims, seek to explain and predict
phenomena, assume that research is supported by empirical means, and aspire
to the use of a scientific method” (TRIP Journal Codebook 2013, 7). All re-
maining articles are coded as ‘non-positivist/interpretivist/post-positivist.’

To capture any e↵ect from transition out of the Cold War, we include a
dummy for all articles published in years after 1992. The end of the Cold War
is taken to coincide with final collapse of the USSR in 1991.

Values for our key independent variable – subject matter – are drawn from
the TRIP data on ‘substantive focus’. The full TRIP data set includes over

5Review articles are excluded.
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30 di↵erent categories. For the purposes of this analysis, we include only ar-
ticles that TRIP codes as either ‘intrastate conflict’ (assigned a value of 1) or
‘interstate war’ (assigned a value of 0). Each of these categories is a separate
non-mutually exclusive binary variable in the data set. We perform two trans-
formations on these two binary variables. First we generate a single binary
variable by excluding any articles that TRIP coded as both ‘intrastate con-
flict’ and ‘interstate war’, which leaves us with a factor of two values –either
only ‘interstate conflict’ or only ‘intrastate war’. We perform this operation
because we are initially interested in comparing interstate to intrastate conflict
and therefore want to exclude any overlap between the values in our response
variable.

We also generate a second variable from TRIP’s original two categories of
intrastate conflict and interstate war but with three values –‘intrastate conflict’,
‘interstate war’, and both. The third category corresponds to what we label
‘internationalized conflict’.

Consider first a mapping exercise, over time, for the TRIP data with respect
to the presence of research on interstate versus intrastate conflict. Figure 1
provides strong evidence that intrastate conflict, as a proportion of all subject
matter, has increased steadily in volume over time. From a low of 1% in 1987,
the peak is 22% in 2004. The percentage of articles has leveled o↵ since then,
perhaps to a steady state of over 10%.

In contrast, interstate conflict, as a proportion of all subject matter, has
varied within a constant range; with the exception of an outlier year in 2003,
interstate conflict has fluctuated within a constant range roughly between 15%
and 30%. This consistency over time suggests the increased attention to con-
flict processes at the domestic level has not come at the expense of attention
to conflict at the international level. The figure depicts a discipline that has
expanded beyond its traditional focus on interstate conflict to recognize the
intrastate level. The shift in attention regarding intrastate conflict to a tem-
porarily much higher level, followed by a more shallow movement downward, is
a likely function of the collapse of the Soviet Union and turbulence in the 1990s
that then dissipated in the 2000s. Attention to internationalized conflict article
trails behind both subject matters consistently. In only three years – 1987, 1988,
and 1994 –were more articles published covering internationalized conflict than
intrastate conflict. Since its peak of 8% in 2003, attention to internationalized
conflicts seems to have waned.

Figure 2 conveys the distributions of articles examining intrastate conflict,
interstate war, and internationalized conflict across all twelve journals. As noted
above, the TRIP data set draws its sample from both traditionally IR journals
and PS journals. Coding procedures, however, vary across these two groups.
For IR journals it is simple; every article is coded in the sample regardless of
its content (review articles excepted). In contrast, for PS journals only articles
that include some IR component, where the independent or dependent variable
is related to interstate or transnational issues – are included. As a result, the
type of articles covered in these two groups may di↵er systematically in ways
imposed by the coder and not the discipline. The reader should follow caution
in comparing IR to PS articles for that reason. Figure 2 identifies them sep-
arately and our multiple regression models do include variables that capture
this distinction. Since IR journals are randomly sampled in their entirety, their
numbers should not be compared to those for PS journals, whose samples are
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Figure 1: Conflict Articles from 1980-2011 by Type

not random.
Figure 2 represents the number of articles published by subject matter for

each journal as a percentage of all articles in that journal’s sample. Examining
the PS journals as a whole, we see that APSR and JOP publish more conflict-
related articles, irrespective of type of conflict, than any of their counterparts
and BJPS the fewest. With respect to variation across subject matter, we
see APSR with the greatest proportion of intrastate articles, followed by BJPS
and JOP. Of all PS journals, AJPS publishes the fewest intrastate articles. In
terms of internationalized conflict, JOP publishes the most and BJPS the least.
Finally, in regards to interstate conflict APSR leads the pack with JOP a close
second.

Figure 3 displays the same information in a di↵erent context. The relative
sizes of the stacked bars correspond to the percentage of publishing space6 that
each journal devotes to di↵erent types of conflict. Using Figure 3 to compare
publishing space across journals, we see that JOP and APSR devote more of
their publishing space to interstate conflict than any other journal.

Moving on to the IR journals, Figures 2 and 3 show that JPR, JCR, and
SS devote more space to publishing articles related to conflict, irrespective of
conflict type, than any of their counterparts. JPR tops that list while IO and
EJIR occupy its floor. When examining by subject matter, however, we see some
interesting patterns. First, it becomes immediately clear that JPR’s dominance
in publishing on conflict relative to other journals is due to its coverage of
intrastate conflict and not interstate war. Among interstate articles, JPR is
fourth in contrast to ranking first among the intrastate group. Second, interstate
articles are concentrated in particular among IS and SS journals, with JCR
trailing close behind. It must be noted that although IO and EJIR are least
likely to publish interstate conflict related articles, this is also true of intrastate
conflict –see Figure 3 for illustration. This is likely an artifact of international
political economy’s dominance in IO and EJIR’s tendency to cover security-
related topics outside of the mainstream, all of which is borne out by further
analysis of the TRIP data.

What about internationalized conflict? Among PS journals, international-

6This is defined as the number of articles in each category divided by the total TRIP
sample for each journal.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Conflict Type by Journal

Figure 3: Distribution of Conflict Type PS vs. IR Fields

ized conflict clusters most in JOP followed by AJPS, APSR, and BJPS. Among
IR journals, JPR tops the charts, while SS is a distant second. IO and WP
publish the least amount of content related to internationalized conflict as a
proportion of all their published articles.

3 Bivariate and Multiple Regressions

This section presents the results of a more rigorous bivariate approach that uses
Pearson’s chi-squared statistic to test for statistical significance, along with fig-
ures that show the data in a time series format. Table 1 shows the results of
a series of chi-squared tests between each of our explanatory variables and an
article’s coverage of conflict type. All the relationships are significant at tra-
ditionally accepted levels, while publication date relative to the Cold War and
policy recommendations are the strongest predictors of an article’s coverage of
intrastate conflict. Table 1 also shows the odds ratios derived from bivariate log-
its that regress conflict type on methodology (base reference quantitative), on-
tology (base reference material), epistemology (base reference post-positivism),
Cold War timeline (base reference Cold War era) and policy recommendations
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Table 1: Bivariate Results

Variables �2 OR p-Values
Epistemology 4.35 1.65 0.035*
Ontology1 9.37 0.67 0.009**
Method2 6.75 0.55 0.035*
Policy 10.28 2.01 0.001**
Post Cold War 35.92 3.29 2.06e-09***

1Synthesis vs Material, 2Mixed Method vs Quantitative

Figure 4: Distribution of Methodology from 1980-2011

(base reference no policy recommendation). The bivariate logits confirm the
results of the chi-squared tests. Indeed the likelihood of covering intrastate con-
flict as opposed to interstate war are greatest for post-Cold War publication
dates and orientation towards making policy recommendations at about 3 to 1
and 2 to 1 odds, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the di↵erence in the relative distribution of methods across
time between intrastate- and interstate-related articles. It seems as though
neither research tradition has heeded calls for a more robust use of mixed meth-
ods.7 Articles using mixed methods represent only a little over 7% of all articles
published on both subjects, while qualitative and quantitative methods8 both
constitute roughly 36%. While Figure 5 reveals that choice between purely qual-
itative or purely quantitative methods does not vary greatly across conflict type,
we see intrastate articles embracing mixed methods more often: nearly 10% use
some form of mixed methods, while among interstate articles only 6.5% employ
some form of mixed methods.

7Perhaps the story would be di↵erent if the sample included books as well.
8The category of quantitative methods includes experimental methods and formal model-

ing.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Ontology from 1980-2011

Figure 59 conveys the di↵erences in ontological a�nities across time between
interstate and intrastate related articles. While both research agendas favor a
materialist ontology over a purely ideational one, there is evidence to suggest
that intrastate-related articles more fully embrace synthesis across the two cat-
egories. In only one year prior to 2007 (1998) did more articles appear that
embraced a syncretic approach rather than a purely materialist one among in-
terstate related articles. By contrast, among intrastate-related articles, almost
one-third of all years saw more articles published that embraced a syncretic
approach as opposed to a purely material one. This distribution confirms our
prior expectations that scholars studying intrastate conflict are more likely to
embrace eclectic/syncretic approaches than their counterparts studying inter-
state conflict purely because of realism and liberal institutionalism’s dominance
in the study of global conflict. However, it seems, for the moment at least, that
purely materialist ontologies could rise to prominence once again within the in-
trastate conflict research agenda – whether that trend will continue remains to
be seen.

In regards to epistemology, our prior expectations that positivist approaches

9The y-axis represents each ontology as a percentage of all articles published in the sample
of IR journals, which includes articles unrelated to interstate or intrastate conflict. Therefore,
increases over time for each ontology do not necessarily illustrate a growth in the adoption of
that ontology – they simply imply an increase in that subject matter’s coverage. Normalizing
time would have created a plot much more di�cult to interpret. The graph should be used
only to compare di↵erences between ontologies across time but not between the same ontology
over time. For example, for intrastate articles it would be appropriate to infer that from 2006-
2011 materialist ontologies have been used more than ideational or eclectic ones and to wonder
whether this trend will continue. It would be incorrect, however, to conclude that adoption
of materialist ontologies is on the rise since 1980 simply because its line in the figure points
upward with time. This observation holds true for all of the remaining time series plots unless
otherwise noted.
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Figure 6: Distribution of Epistemology from 1980-201110

would dominate both subject matters is confirmed. Figure 6 depicts the epis-
temological trends over time for both intrastate and interstate articles. Sur-
prisingly, post-positivist approaches form a majority among interstate articles
in 1980 and maintain parity with positivist approaches among intrastate arti-
cles once in 1985, however, those would be the last years that post-positivist
approaches would enjoy anything close to parity with positivist approaches in
either subject matter. Overall, it seems that interstate conflict type shows at
most a modestly greater association with positivist epistemology than does the
interstate subject matter – nearly 90% and 86%, respectively. Whether this dif-
ference is statistically significant will be discussed when multivariate statistics
are introduced in the following section.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of policy recommendations for intrastate
conflict and interstate war. Because the numbers in Figure 7 represent the
distribution of policy related articles as a percentage of each conflict type’s total
published articles per year, we are able to draw comparative conclusions across
time for each conflict type and between conflict types. Although data before
1980 has not been examined, with a high of 34% in 1980 and a low of 0% by 1991,
it seems as though our sample has caught the tail end of a downward trend in the
publication rate of interstate articles that make policy recommendations. Policy
recommendations among intrastate articles, on the other hand, have increased
since 1990 though the pattern has been volatile and some years have seen no
policy-related publications at all. Since 2004 policy recommendations among
intrastate articles have dropped to levels nearly identical to interstate conflict.
Similar to the other patterns in the data, the gap between conflict types along
this dimension is also decreasing with time.

What, in an overall sense, are the patterns identified through the preceding
set of charts? Recent data on IR journal articles released by the TRIP Survey

10In contrast to previous time series plots, Figure 5 is time normalized.
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Figure 7: Distribution of Policy Recommendations by Conflict Type

(2013) has revealed a number of interesting similarities as well as di↵erences
between the research programs on domestic and international conflict. While
articles on the two conflict types do not seem to di↵er greatly across epistemol-
ogy, the data gives tentative evidence that articles focusing on intrastate, as
opposed to international conflict:

• increase dramatically over time, and then level o↵, as a percentage of total
IR articles published;

• are more likely to adopt a an eclectic ontology;

• embrace mixed methods slightly more often;

• and concentrate more heavily than their counterparts dealing with inter-
state conflict into a well-identified subset of journals.

Note the range of di↵erence just summarized is extensive, from methodology
and ontology at one end to the sociology of knowledge at the other.

We now assess how those relationships hold up in a multivariate setting
Specifically, we are interested in determining if articles dealing with intrastate
conflict and interstate conflict significantly di↵er from one another along the
lines of methodology, epistemology, ontology, policy recommendations, and pub-
lication date relative to the end of the Cold War. Results from a logistic regres-
sion model regressing subject matter on a host of factors is provided in Table
2.11

The logistic regression model rea�rms a number of the findings from our
descriptive and bivariate analyses. Before interpreting the results of our multiple

11We also ran a multinomial model that included ‘internationalized conflict’ as the third
category of our DV. The results suggest that ‘internationalized conflict’ is no more or less
associated with any of our variables than either interstate or intrastate conflict, with the
exception of our Cold War indicator (and this is robust across di↵erent profile selections).
Internationalized conflict is more likely than interstate war to have been covered in the post
Cold War era but no more or less than intrastate conflict. These results corroborate the
findings from Figure 1. Because the relationship between interstate war and intrastate conflict
mirrors our results from the logistic regression we only present the former results in Table 2
of Appendix A.
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regression model it must be noted that the coe�cients and odds ratios reported
in our results table refer to each variable’s e↵ect on the DV when all the other
variables are held to zero, which in the case of categorical variables is quite
an arbitrary choice. Constraining control variables to ‘zero’ in the context of
numeric variables makes sense –we are enforcing ‘no e↵ects’ for our controls.
However, with categorical variables, ‘zero’ represents an actual category and not
zero e↵ect. Thus, interpretation of the results depends in part on the manner in
which our variables are coded. As a result, the following interpretation of results
from our table applies only to the specific profile of an article as represented by
the y-intercept in Table 2. According to Table 2 such a profile would look like
an article written in the post-Cold War era that is post-positivist in ontology,
eclectic in methodology, and makes no policy recommendations. Therefore,
these coe�cient estimates and odds ratios refer to changes in the odds of covering
an interstate articled as opposed to an intrastate one based on changes in each
explanatory variable when all other variables are set to the aforementioned
profile. Because this provides us with an unnatural understanding of the e↵ects
of our variables on our dependent variable, we subsequently report predicted
probabilities for a number of interesting and empirically relevant profiles.

Returning to the results of Table 2, we see they confirm that ideational on-
tologies are similarly distributed across both conflict types (see Figure 5 for a
comparison) for the specified profile above. However, the topic of intrastate
conflict is significantly associated with eclectic ontological approaches. Articles
covering intrastate conflict are more likely than those focusing on interstate
conflict to examine ideational and material factors together rather than sepa-
rately, which supports the Ontology Hypothesis. Articles covering intrastate
conflict are also more likely to adopt mixed methods than either qualitative or
quantitative and to embrace a positivist epistemology. These patterns confirm,
respectively, the Methodology and Epistemology Hypotheses. The latter di↵er-
ence may in part be due to the focus on hypothesis testing and problem solving
that is the hallmark of approaches in CP. The decision to make policy recom-
mendations is also significantly associated with the study of intrastate conflict.
Although we did not hypothesize a direction, policy and conflict type are signifi-
cantly associated. The Cold War Transition Hypothesis is confirmed: the end of
the Cold War increased scholarly attention towards intrastate conflict. Finally,
according to our model, if an article makes an explicit policy recommendation,
then it is more likely discussing interstate war than intrastate conflict, which
supports the Policy Hypothesis.

Use of mixed methods, adherence to eclectic ontology, embrace of positivist
epistemology, post-Cold War publication date and the use of policy recommen-
dations are all significant predictors of the type of conflict under study for an
article with the profile mentioned above. Now we turn our attention to pre-
senting predicted probabilities for a series of other article profiles. Our model
contains three binary variables and two categorical variables with three value
levels, which provides us with thirty-eight di↵erent and meaningful profiles.12

12The model obtained negative predicted values for the two profiles with the lowest proba-
bilities. This number excludes those two profiles. While this may seem odd (empirically it is
non-feasible), binomial models have a tendency to produce these irregularities at its extremes.
McCullagh & Nelder (1989, 155) argue ”negative fitted values are. . . unavoidable for some
values of x... If such intersections occur in a su�ciently remote region of the x-space, this
flaw in the model need not be serious.” Our negative fits account for only 1% of all our cases
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Table 2: Logistic Regression Results

Coe↵ SE OR

(Intercept) 0.43⇤⇤⇤ 0.07 1.52
Epistemology 0.10⇤ 0.05 1.10
Methodology

Qualitative �0.15⇤⇤ 0.06 0.86
Quantitative �0.12⇤ 0.06 0.88

Ontology
Ideational �0.10 0.09 0.92
Material �0.10⇤⇤ 0.03 0.91

Policy 0.21⇤⇤⇤ 0.05 1.23
Cold War �0.20⇤⇤⇤ 0.03 0.82
AIC 1254.44
BIC 1298.76
Log Likelihood -618.22
Deviance 200.84
Num. obs. 1017
⇤⇤⇤p < 0.001, ⇤⇤p < 0.01, ⇤p < 0.05

We present a subset of these predicted probabilities in two stages. First,
Figure 8 is color-coded to show the di↵erence in the relative distributions be-
tween the top five profiles most likely to cover intrastate conflict and the top
five profiles most likely to cover interstate war. From Figure 8 it is immediately
noticeable that the variable of ‘post-Cold War’ performs the best in discriminat-
ing between interstate war and intrastate conflict articles. While all the top five
profiles associated with intrastate conflict include a post-Cold War publication
date, the inverse is true of the top five profiles associated with interstate war ar-
ticles. Likewise, among the top five intrastate profiles, only one combination of
features included ‘no policy recommendations’, while among interstate articles
not a single profile that includes policy recommendation is included. Again, this
confirms the findings of our bivariate and exploratory analyses that suggested
Cold War publication date and propensity to make policy recommendations are
hallmarks of intrastate articles.

The story for the remaining variables is a bit more mixed. Although eclectic
ontology dominates the top profiles among intrastate articles, at least two of
the top five profiles associated with interstate conflict are also projected to use
eclectic methods. Positivists seems to largely dominate both conflict types – a
result that confirms earlier stages of analysis. Mixed methods are more likely
found among profiles associated with intrastate conflict than interstate war –
no surprises there either.

The probability that a positivist article that is published in the post-Cold
War era that makes policy recommendations, uses mixed methods, is eclectic
in ontology, and covers intrastate conflict is 0.73. For that same profile, but
with a material ontology, the probability drops to 0.63. Changing methods
to mixed quantitative and keeping ontology at eclectic, the probability drops
further to 0.61. Among interstate associated profiles, a post-positivist article

(14 out of 1017) so we believe we meet McCullagh & Nelder standard. We also excluded 10
profiles with missing values.
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Figure 8: Profiles of Articles by Conflict Type

published during the Cold War using qualitative methods with an eclectic take
on variables and no policy recommendations is the least likely candidate for
intrastate coverage with a predicted probability of only 0.077. This is only
marginally less than the 0.082 predicted probability that the same profile with
a change in method from eclectic to material produces.

Figure 9 takes the two profiles most associated with each conflict type (Ranks
1 and 38 from Figure 8) and uses them to obtain the expected values of Y for
the two defined X’s under 1,000 simulations. Thus, the space between the two
density plots on the left in Figure 9 shows the first di↵erence between E(Y—X);
X=Interstate Profile – E(Y—X); X=Intrastate Profile. On average the probabil-
ity that an article that 1) published in the post-Cold War period 2) using mixed
methods, 3) eclectic ontology, 4) positivist epistemology, and 5) that makes pol-
icy recommendations also covers intrastate conflict is almost 0.75. In contrast,
an article from the Cold War period that uses either qualitative or quantitative
methods, employs ideational and material ontologies separately from one an-
other, is post-positivist in ontology, and does not make policy recommendations
has an expected probability of covering intrastate conflict of about 0.1 – the
stark di↵erences in the peaks of the density and bar plots illustrates this point
well.

In this second stage we present a di↵erent take on predicted probabilities.
Instead of plotting extreme values of one profile or another, we compare small
changes in expected values based on changes to a single variable’s value at a
time. Figure 10 shows the density distribution of the expected value of our
dependent variable given a defined set of predictors. Our approach here is as
follows. First, we identify a stereotypical intrastate profile using the profile with
the highest predicted probability shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 and we define
this as the vector of all explanatory variables X with elements x corresponding
to individual variables that constitute that profile. Second, using X as a baseline
comparison, for each quadrant we alter the value of one element of that vector
and run simulations in order to observe how changes in the value of each x
influence our response vector Y. Finally, we plot the density of expected values
of the simulations – the number of changes in x per plot will correspond to the
number of values each variable can take on and of course the number of densities
per quadrant. For example, the top left quadrant of Figure 10 displays three
densities that represents the relative di↵erences in the E(Y—X); for changing
values of x=mixed, quant, qual.
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Figure 9: Density of Expected Values

Figure 10: Density of Expected Values for four Profiles
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Here we see the density distributions of qualitative and quantitative nearly
mirroring one another in their peak and variance but simulations using profiles
defined by a mixed methods approach show a peak at about 0.78 – clearly
di↵erent from either quantitative or qualitative methods. Moving on to ontology,
the variance for ideational and material densities is extreme. In other words,
it does not seem as though either are associated with any particular value of
Y, although synthesis/eclectic methods do seem to concentrate at a peak just
shy of 0.8. As expected given our findings in the exploratory and bivariate
analyses sections of this paper, the e↵ects on Y for changes in the value of X
when the variables ‘policy recommendation’ and ‘post-Cold War’ publication
date are altered are the most significant. While we have not reported the first
di↵erences directly, a cursory glance at all quadrants clearly shows that policy
recommendations and publication date relative to the end of the Cold War are
the best discriminators of conflict type studied.

4 Internationalized Conflict

Thus far our analysis has focused on comparing the coverage of di↵erent conflict
types across all journals. The previous section identified two distinct traditions
in the study of conflict. Not only do our findings suggest that respective con-
flict types are associated with di↵erent approaches in the field. The origins of
at least some of these di↵erences, we argue, go beyond the inherent di↵erences
between the topics under inquiry. In other words, di↵erences between the study
of domestic and international conflict are not solely related to di↵erences be-
tween national and world politics – institutional baggage, we believe may also
be at work.

One way to test this proposition is to determine whether intrastate conflict
articles di↵er substantially across journals from di↵erent subfields (traditionally
IR journals vs traditionally CP). Unfortunately, the TRIP article data set does
not sample from any traditionally CP journals. It does, however, include general
PS journals. PS journals are an outlet where both IR and CP scholars publish
work; therefore, it is reasonable to expect that publications in PS journals may
reflect a di↵erent set of characteristics than those found in traditionally IR
journals.13 However, TRIP only codes intrastate articles in PS journals (AJPS,
JOP, BJPS, and JOP) that include some IR-related dynamics.14 Because this
method of sampling across PS journals di↵ers substantially from the method
used to code IR journals, meaningful comparison of intrastate articles across
CP and IR journals cannot be undertaken. Nonetheless, because the TRIP
dataset includes data on whether an article covers ‘internationalized conflict’
(see just above), meaningful comparisons of the study of this brand of conflict
across journals from di↵erent disciplines can be undertaken.

To that end, this section examines whether approaches used to study inter-
nationalized conflict are di↵erent for articles published in traditionally IR and
CP journals. Thus far we have examined whether (and in what ways) di↵erent

13We believe PS journals in the TRIP sample can be viewed as ‘moderate proxies’ of tradi-
tionally CP journals.

14For instance when an article uses civil war to predict international conflict or vice versa
we label this ‘internationalized conflict’. In the TRIP dataset this is reflected in the coding
of an article as both ‘intrastate conflict’ and ‘interstate war’.
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(but related) subject matters di↵er across the same set of journals. Now we
want to examine whether the same subject matter di↵ers across di↵erent sets of
journals. If it can be shown that the study of the same subject, internationalized
conflict, di↵ers across journals of di↵erent subfields – in this context, IR and PS
(proxy for CP) – then we are better able to justify our more general claim that
divisions in the study of conflict between CP and IR (and by reduction between
intrastate and interstate conflict) are due to more than simply the di↵erent con-
texts in which domestic and international politics take place. In other words,
we suspect institutional a�nities influence the approaches we adopt in our work
and, in turn, infer that these ways of proceeding have profound e↵ects on the
conclusions we draw from the work we do.

Establishing this connection is no trivial exercise; for at least some in the
discipline, uncovering di↵erences between the approaches of those studying in-
trastate conflict and interstate conflict, respectively, might be regarded as nei-
ther surprising nor interesting. Typically this frame of thinking is more preva-
lent among IR scholars and is usually justified on the grounds of the sacred
dividing line between the anarchy of the international system and the hierar-
chy that is more characteristic of domestic politics. Put more simply, conflict
at the international level is so inherently di↵erent from conflict at the domes-
tic level, some would argue, that approaches to studying them should reflect
those di↵erences.15 By comparing how scholars of di↵erent traditions approach
the same subject matter, we can isolate the e↵ect of institutional influence. If
this ‘institutional baggage’ – as opposed to our topic of inquiry – dictates our
type of approach, then arguments like the anarchy-hierarchy divide fall short of
convincing.

The Venn diagram in Figure 11 shows the subset of TRIP articles selected
for this analysis. The TRIP sample includes a total 3,391 articles. Of these
3,391 articles, 814 cover interstate war, 413 cover intrastate conflict, and 325
cover interstate crisis.16 Their overlaps are as follows: 100 articles are about
interstate war and intrastate conflict, 174 are about interstate war and interstate
crisis, 47 are about intrastate conflict and interstate crisis, and 24 cover all
three categories. The shaded regions in Figure 8 correspond to the subsection
of articles that cover what we define as internationalized conflict; these articles,
which examine both international and civil conflict in the same context, make
up 123 of the 3,391 articles published in the TRIP sample from 1980 to 2011.

For comparative purposes we have plotted the frequency of internationalized
conflict related articles along side the frequency of articles on terrorism across
all journals from the TRIP sample between 1980-2011.17 While neither type
of subject matter garnered more than 5% attention in the first decade of the
sample, internationalized conflict enjoyed an increase in attention in the post-
Cold War era with a peak of about 10% in 2006 and a precipitous decline in
the following years that has reached a low not seen since the first decade of the

15The strongest variant of this argument, associated with the state-centrism inherent in
realism, may be found in Waltz (1979), a high-profile theory of international politics that
focuses upon the e↵ects of anarchy that point in the direction of relatively uniform state
behavior under such conditions.

16We have included the intersection of interstate crisis and intrastate conflict in this analysis
because articles discussing domestic conflict in the context of international crises represent an
intent by the author(s) to examine conflict at multiple levels of analyses/contexts, which
speaks to the heart of the concept we have labeled internationalized conflict.

17These are not mutually exclusive categories.
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Subset of Internationalized Conflict Articles

Figure 11: (Interstate War \ Intrastate Conflict) [ (Interstate Crisis \ Intrastate
Conflict) = 123.

sample. In contrast, attention to terrorism seems to have been una↵ected by
the end of the Cold War but tremendously influenced by the events of 9/11,
resulting in a peak of almost 18% in the final year of the data collection ef-
fort. Referring back to Figure 1, we see that internationalized conflict has not
enjoyed the same increase in attention as intrastate conflict has in the same
time period. Identifying the reasons behind the dramatic decline in attention
to internationalized conflict in recent years is beyond the scope this article.

Figure 12 conveys the percentage of all analyses in journals from 1980 to
2011 that focused, respectively, on internationalized conflict versus terrorism.
What Figure 11 does not reveal is the distribution of IR journals versus non-
IR journals among articles covering internationalized conflict. Unfortunately,
because the sample of IR and non-IR journals is so unevenly distributed (4 to

Figure 12: Internationalized Conflict vs. Terrorism in all Journals 1980-2011
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Table 3: Fisher’s Exact vs. Bayes Factor

Variables Fisher BF
10

BF
01

Method 4.3e-06* 11025 9.07e-05
Ontology 0.11 1.02 0.99
Epistemology 0.69 0.17 5.88
Policy 1.00 0.14 7.30

*p<0.001, IR vs. PS Journals

1, respectively), visually plotting the variation of both across time provides us
with little to interpret. Of the 123 article sample, only 16 are from JOP, BJPS,
or JOP – the three non-IR journals in TRIP’s sample. Contingency tables
of journal field by article features yields a number of cells with counts less
than five, which standard practice suggests is too small a sample size to obtain
reliable approximations of the true p-value (Larntz 1978). As an alternative
we adopt Fisher’s Exact test of independence in addition to a Bayesian test of
independence to determine whether our two groups di↵er substantially along
the dimensions of methodology, ontology, epistemology, and policy explored in
the earlier section.18

Prior to presenting our results, a couple of points about di↵erences in the
operationalization of our key concepts from the previous section are in order.
First, the variable quantitative has been collapsed such that an article is coded
as ‘quantitative’ if it includes any form of quantitative methods (formal, experi-
mental, etc.) regardless of whether other methods are used as well (the residual
category is ‘non-quantitative’). Thus, this variable corresponds to the values of
‘mixed and ‘quantitative’ under the previous section’s rules of operationaliza-
tion. Second, the variable of ontology was also transformed such that ‘material’
only refers to articles that feature material factors exclusively and the residual
group is labeled ‘eclectic’. This latter group only contains five actual articles
coded originally as ‘ideational’; otherwise the majority of the articles are in-
deed eclectic in ontology (i.e., both ideational and material factors are taken
seriously).

The first column of Table 3 presents the p-values obtained from of a series
of Fisher’s Exact tests run for each of the four dimensions.19 According to our
exact test of independence, the only dimension in which IR and PS journals
di↵er significantly from one another is methodology, with a p-value significant
at the 1% level. Table 4 is a contingency table showing the relative frequency of
quantitative and qualitative methods across IR and PS journals. Among articles
published in IR journals, 43% use quantitative methods in comparison to the
uniform use of quantitative methods among PS journals.

So how likely is that the association between these two categories is truly
non-random along the dimension of methodology? And given assurances of
dependence, what are the odds that a quantitative article is published in a
PS journal over an IR one? While informative, p-values simply indicate to

18Fisher’s Exact test and Bayesian model comparison provide alternative methods of testing
independence that overcome problems of small sample size. Both methods overcome sample
size-related issues by obtaining exact values instead of relying on asymptotic approximations.
The Bayesian model comparison under conditions of small sample sizes, however, is sensitive
to the choice of prior distributions.

19The contingency tables with row and column totals for each relationship besides method-
ology can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 4: Distributions

p-Value = 4.285e-06***

Field Quantitative Non-quantitative Total

IR 45 62 107
PS 16 0 16

Total 61 62 123

the researcher whether there is enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis
based on an arbitrary but accepted threshold; it does not provide the researcher
with a relative sense of how likely one hypothesis is over another. To address
these questions we use a Bayesian analogue of classical frequentist tests of in-
dependence. Bayesian model comparison uses the Bayes factor, the ratio of the
marginal likelihoods of our two competing hypotheses, to determine the relative
probabilities of the null and alternative hypotheses being true. The p-values
provide us with a sense of how likely the data is given our hypothesis but the
Bayes factor provides us with a sense of how likely our hypothesis is given the
data. Bayesian model comparison involves constructing two prior distributions
of the data –one under the dependence hypothesis and another under the inde-
pendence hypothesis. We begin our analysis assuming we have no knowledge of
the relative strength of one hypothesis over the other. To capture our indi↵er-
ence regarding the priors, we adopt ‘uniform priors’. In other words, we adopt
a flat (relative to the likelihood function) uninformed prior distribution in an
attempt to limit the impact of our choice of prior on the posterior distribution.20

To do this we construct a matrix of ones with the same dimension as our
contingency table (2 x 2). We then compute the Bayes factor. The second
column in Table 3 gives the Bayes factor (for the hypothesis of dependence over
independence) for each relationship. We can see that that Bayes factor for all
dimensions except methodology are near or below 1, which provides evidence
in favor of accepting the independence hypothesis and rejecting the dependence
hypothesis for each relationship (i.e. there is no di↵erence in the likelihood of one
hypothesis over the other, which for us is tantamount to rejecting dependence.)

For example, in regards to epistemology, the hypothesis of independence is
5.8 times more likely than the hypothesis that the two distributions are contin-
gent on one another (its corresponding p-value under NHST is 0.69). According
to standard practice in Bayesian statistics (Je↵reys 1961), a Bayes factor of
5.8 to 1 in support of independence is within a range that provides ‘substantial
support’ against the hypothesis of dependence and this is in line with the conclu-
sions we drew using Fisher’s exact test. The evidence in favor of independence
is even more conclusive for policy by journal field; the odds that that policy rec-
ommendations do not vary systematically across journal field is roughly 7 to 1.
With respect to ontology the evidence is less clear. The calculated Bayes factor
in support of dependence is 1.015, which reflects general uncertainly regarding

20In Bayesian inference, the prior is the probability distribution that expresses uncertainty
prior to taking the data into account. A prior with a flat uniform distribution assigns equal
likelihood to all possible values of the parameter. Put more simply, the choice of a uniform
prior is intended to express our weak prior beliefs about the distribution of the data because
we want our ‘model and data to do the heavy lifting’ and not our choice of priors (see Goldstein
2006 for more on choice of priors).
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the relationship between ontology and journal field (it is well below the accepted
threshold of 3:1). We can derive the posterior probability of independence with
the following equation

P (H|Data) =
1� q

qBF + 1� q
(1)

where BF refers to the Bayes factor and q refers the prior probability of
independence (i.e. the degree of uncertainty we have about which hypothesis
is true). Although we are confident in the independence hypothesis over the
alternative (because of the findings from our NHST) we will rely on a value of
q that captures general uncertainty best, q = 0.5.

P (H|Data) =
1� 0.5

0.5 ⇤ 1.015 + 1� 0.5
= 0.496 (2)

The posterior probability of independence is just under 0.5. While this is
not a small probability and it confirms the Fisher’s Exact test, it also suggests
that we are less certain of this independence than we are of the independence
of the other relationships (save methodology).

What about methodology? The Fisher’s Exact test provided us with evi-
dence that the relationship between choice of method and field of publication
outlet are not independent of one another. So what are the specific odds that
PS journals really are more quantitative than their IR counterparts in the field
of internationalized conflict? The second column of Table 4 gives us the Bayes
factor for method by journal field. The test suggests that the dependence hy-
pothesis is over 11,000 times more likely than the independence hypothesis under
flat priors. If we plug this Bayes factor into the equation from above using the
same uncertainty of the prior probability of independence we get a probability
so low it can be treated as negligible. If we change our prior beliefs about the
strength of independence and assign q a value of 0.2 (which means we are rela-
tively certain that the probability of independence is true) we only marginally
increase support for independence. This provides conclusive evidence that PS
and IR journals really do have di↵erent methodological approaches to the study
of conflict even under varying conditions of certainty.21

P (H|Data) =
1� 0.2

0.2 ⇤ 1.015 + 1� 0.2
= 0.00004 (3)

We can also use a Bayesian estimation approach to determine what the prob-
ability is that PS journals use more quantitative methods compared to IR jour-
nals. The probability that PS journals on average use quantitative approaches
more than IR journals is 0.99! In general articles published in PS journals are
significantly more likely to be quantitative than those published in IR journals.

There is reason to be cautious about this finding, however, because the
di↵erence in sample size between the two groups is so large. Mathematically
this is not a problem for the analysis above but from the perspective of design
this is troublesome. What the di↵erence in sample size amounts to is a di↵erence
in sampling method because the IR specific group samples from a more varied
set of journals. In contrast, the PS journals included in the sample tend to be

21Because this analysis limits its sample only one type – internationalized conflict – we
have, in a way, controlled for the e↵ects of any relationship between conflict type and choice
of method that may lead to spurious associations between journal field and method.
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higher ranked in prestige. If we also assume that top journals are more likely to
accept papers that use quantitative methods, then the di↵erence between the
IR and PS articles along the dimension of methodology may at least partially
be related to di↵erences between the relative ranks of the journals within each
field.

Our analysis suggests that the division in the field between IR and PS seems
less distinct than the division between the study of interstate and intrastate con-
flict, though this should also be taken with a grain of salt because our sample of
articles are restricted to only one conflict subtype. The coverage of internation-
alized conflict really only took o↵ in the post-Cold War period and its numbers
have never reached anything close to parity with interstate or intrastate conflict
coverage (see the Figure 11). Therefore, the subset of scholars who publish in
this subject area is likely more homogeneous than mixed. In other words, we be-
lieve there is more variation between internationalized conflict and other subject
areas than within internationalized conflict itself (although our multinomial re-
gression results were in inconclusive on this subject matter). The fact Bayesian
estimation found PS journal articles to be 99% more likely to use quantitative
methods than IR journal articles despite homogeneity across these other dimen-
sions means that either the issue of sampling discussed above is very severe or
that the contingency between these two groups is decisive.

Specifically, we have identified four dimensions (in addition to our Cold
War variable) along which interstate and intrastate conflict di↵ered statisti-
cally. These four dimensions represent features of the scholarship that we argue
should be orthogonal to the study of conflict type unless the study of conflict is
bifurcated into at least two traditions. Particularly in respect to the dimension
of policy recommendations, there is little reason to suspect that the coverage
of one conflict type should elicit more policy recommendations than coverage
of another type. Analysis of domestic conflict is as pertinent to the decision-
making process of leaders as is analysis of international conflict, especially in
the post Cold War ea. Yet, our results demonstrate that articles examining
intrastate conflict are more likely to make policy recommendations than their
interstate counterparts. We view this as evidence of at least some division in
the field unrelated to the level of analysis at which the study of conflict takes
place (international vs domestic).

We also have examined a di↵erent but related distinction in the field, between
the IR specific subfield and the broader discipline of PS. We have compared the
distinction between domestic and international conflict and that between IR
and PS. Do their divisions map well against one another? A similarity was
identified in one area; both pairs di↵er along the dimension of methodology. In
regards to conflict type, we determined that articles covering intrastate conflict
are more likely to embrace mixed methods than either a purely quantitative or
purely qualitative one. Similarly, we found that quantitative articles (defined as
quantitative and mixed) were also more likely to be found among PS journals
than IR journals. It would be interesting to examine the relationship between
journal field and conflict type. However, as mentioned earlier due to the di↵er-
ence in sampling methods across the journal field we leave to this question open
for further analysis.
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5 What Have We Learned?

Exploratory data analysis provides tentative evidence that scholars studying in-
trastate conflict di↵er in a number of important ways from their counterparts
who study interstate conflict. These di↵erences remained significant in the mul-
tivariate context as well, suggesting that at least some of the variation may be
a result of deeper ontological and methodological di↵erences between the two
research agendas. Specifically, we have identified four dimensions (in addition
to our Cold War variable) along which interstate and intrastate conflict di↵ered
statistically. These four dimensions represent features of the scholarship that
we argue should be orthogonal to the study of conflict type unless the study
of conflict is bifurcated into at least two traditions. Particularly in respect to
the dimension of policy recommendations, there is little reason to suspect that
the coverage of one conflict type should elicit more policy recommendations
than coverage of another type. Analysis of domestic conflict is as pertinent to
the decision-making process of leaders as is analysis of international conflict,
especially in the post Cold War ea. Yet, our results demonstrate that articles
examining intrastate conflict are more likely to make policy recommendations
than their interstate counterparts. We view this as evidence of at least some di-
vision in the field unrelated to the level of analysis at which the study of conflict
takes place (international vs domestic).

We also have examined a di↵erent but related distinction in the field, between
the IR specific subfield and the broader discipline of PS. We have compared the
distinction between domestic and international conflict and that between IR
and PS. Do their divisions map well against one another? A similarity was
identified in one area; both pairs di↵er along the dimension of methodology. In
regards to conflict type, we determined that articles covering intrastate conflict
are more likely to embrace mixed methods than either a purely quantitative or
purely qualitative one. Similarly, we found that quantitative articles (defined as
quantitative and mixed) were also more likely to be found among PS journals
than IR journals. It would be interesting to examine the relationship between
journal field and conflict type. However, as mentioned earlier due to the di↵er-
ence in sampling methods across the journal field we leave to this question open
for further analysis.

Di↵erences notwithstanding, recent scholarship has demonstrated the fruit-
fulness of engagement across subfields. Incorporating international dimensions
into the study of intrastate strife can improve our understanding of conflict
processes more generally.

For example, scholars have begun to uncover multiple links between do-
mestic and interstate conflict – and running in both directions. In addition,
societies hardly ever are closed systems and decision-makers negotiate between
their domestic constituents/adversaries and international benefactors/enemies
(Carment and James 1996; Carment, James and Taydas 2006). Moreover, Davis
and Moore (1997) argue that severity of ethnic conflict is intensified by the ex-
istence of transnational ethnic kin either in positions of dominance or with
organizational capacity for large-scale political mobilization. Examining the
relationship between civil and international war more directly, Gleditsch and
Salehyan (2007) find that civil wars substantially increase the probability of
disputes between states. Recognizing the significant relationship between do-
mestic and international conflict, Salehyan (2008) identifies refugee flows as the
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primary mechanism contributing to the contagion e↵ects of civil war.
What is most promising about this line of research is the potential to break

down conceptual barriers between CP and IR. This separation holds back progress
in understanding violence, conflict, war, and even peace (see Cunningham and
Lemke 2009). By focusing on the international dimensions of civil conflict, we
can take the following steps forward:

• test established theories in new but similar circumstances (e.g., Posen’s
(1993) ethnic security dilemma) ;

• up our ’N ’ when testing strategic behavior at the individual level of anal-
ysis (individuals are individuals regardless of whether they lead states or
rebel groups even if one accepts that states are not analogous to factions
within a domestic conflict);

• most importantly, highlight the factors (such as refugee flows, interna-
tional intervention, diaspora support, etc.) that a↵ect the calculations of
decision makers in both the domestic and international arenas.

In short, the ‘second image can be reversed’ (Gourevitch 1978) and then
turned once more –each time uncovering factors explaining war and peace that
otherwise would have been left unobserved.
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